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Jew or as of Jewish origin, we do not see our way to agree
with the view generally held.
"When we examine the Arabic sources regarding the period
of al-Mu'izz and al-JAzIz, we find indeed only one man of
known Jewish origin whose political influence, importance,
and rise at the court show in their main lines much similarity
to those of Paltiel, He is the Vizier Yaequb b. Killis.
It is a surprising fact that Jewish sources know nothing
of Ya'qub b. Killis, whose role has been described above.
The shortage of Hebrew sources may be responsible for this,
and possibly his conversion to Islam, as the result of which
Jewish sources might prefer to ignore him, though, as we have
seen, he maintained friendly relations with Jews after his
conversion as well.
Be this as it may, should there not be some sort of
connection between Ya:qub b. KiVlis and Paltiel ? The asking
of such a question immediately raises difficulties as great
as those met in the case of the Jauhar—Paltiel identifica-
tion. We hear nothing of any astrological knowledge
on the part of Ya'qub b. Killis ; he comes from Baghdad
and not from Southern Italy; and there are many other
discrepancies. But in view of the legendary character
of the chronicle, too much weight does not need to
be attached to details. On the other hand, Ya'qub b. Killis
satisfies some of the most important criteria by which any
identification with Paltiel can be and should be tested : he
was of Jewish extraction, was appointed adviser by al-Mufiizz
and al-'AzTz, with whom he was on friendly terms, participated
in the conquest of Egypt and in the foundation of the new
state, and finally has his activities reported in the Arabic
chronicles.
D. "Rrfl.-nfmfl.Tm suggested the possibility of Ya'qub b. TTflTis
and Paltiel being identical, but discredited it on the grounds
that ** any identification of the two is unthinkable . . . because
Ya'qub b. TCillis was a convert to Islam ". This, however,
is no decisive factor; otherwise the identification with Jauhar,

